OLD WELL WINTRY PAPER SCENE

Have fun coloring this nostalgic campus scene. Cut out the paper Rameses, RJ and squirrel and assemble using the instructions below to make a fun moveable scene!

SUPPLIES
- Printed Old Well background scene (printed on cardstock or regular computer paper)
- Printed “paper dolls”
- Tape
- Scissors

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Color the background and the paper characters. Once done, cut out the characters. Secure the scarves to the rams using a piece of tape and by folding the tabs at the top of the scarves over the rams’ shoulders. Set aside.

2. Cut out the strips from the character page. Overlap them by about 1 inch and secure with a piece of tape.

3. Cut the slit marks on the background: To do this for each slit, fold the page just a bit where the “I” shape is. Use scissors to make a small snip in the middle of the “I,” then insert the scissors into the snipped section to completely cut the slit along the fold/crease. Finish each slit by using your scissors to make small snips to on the top and bottom of the “I.” Insert the strip into the slit on one side of the page, pulling it across to the other slit. At this point, you should be able to use your hands to pull the strip back and forth across each side of the page using the tabs (the sides of the strip that are now sticking underneath both sides of the background).

4. Use tape to adhere your characters to the middle of the strip once it’s inserted into the slits. Have fun moving them across the old well scene by moving the tabs of the strip.